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Sightseeing in the capital city Berne...
http://camp06.swisscor.ch

The teachers from south-east
Europe who accompany the

Mr. Samuel Schmid (middle) wishes all kids and helpers:
“A good rest of the swisscor camp!”

children were on a trip to visit

The „Aare“ flows in the middle of Berne.
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Every day a child of the
swisscor camp tells us about
the daily life in his own
country and about his impression of the camp. Milan
Timotijevic (10) from Montenegro talked to us:
How do you like the camp?
Good. I’m very glad to be here!

Berne, the capital of Switzer-

What is your first impression
of Switzerland?
I like it very much here! It’s not
the first time. I was here already
once… The things I like the most
are chocolate, cheese and…
cornflakes.

land. They’ve seen the most
famous parts of Berne like the
Clock-Tower “Zytglogge”, the
house of parliament, the
bears and at least they’ve had
a coffee on a nice place at the
river Aare.

It was also a great pleasure to

Milan Timotijevic

the group to meet the minister
of defense of Switzerland,
Samuel Schmid on the street.
Thanks to his agreement the

Weather today

swisscor camp has been made

Breakfast

possible.

Weather tomorrow
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The bear is the symbol of
the city of Berne. In the
capital city is a special place
for these huge animals.

Menu today

Lunch Lunch bag
for BBQ
Drink
Dinner „Gulasch“
Bread
Vanilla cream

What makes you sad?
I think I’ll be sad when I have to
leave the camp soon. We’ll
see…
And what makes you happy?
It makes me very happy when I
see people laughing and see
them enjoy themselves.
Any plans for your future?
I’d like to have a big house on
the countryside with a big garden. I would be very happy to
find gold in my garden.
Thanks Milan for the interview and keep on smiling!

Disco fever
The base is pumping, the light
is flashing and so there’s no
need

to

wait.

Everybody

wants to enter into the dance
hall and the party begins. At
19:30 the door opens and the
crowd enters the main floor.

Happy kids

The kids from the whole camp
enjoy their free time and
dance together to the beat.
DJ W knows how entertain
the crowd and plays all the
hits from the 80’s to the actual ones.

After a while, everybody is
dancing to the sound and
heat fills out the disco room.
Some of the children take the
chance and choose their favorite song while others like
all kind of music. Too early
the time is over and DJ W
plays his last song; At nine
o’clock a perfect evening is
over and so everybody goes
happy but tired to bed.
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Can you name this animal?

Do you know what kind of animal could be on that picture? Cut the pieces out and figure it out!

An amazing journey at the

of Arth-Goldau

zoo

Today, another highlight was waiting for our kids. After
seen the loveliness of our landscape, we were ready to discover the local animal life.
At then o’clock we all arrived

for everybody available. When

at the animal park in Goldau.

all the sausages were ready,

This delightful park lies in the

we could eat in the magnifi-

middle of the massive boulder

cent picnic area of the

strewn wilderness of Goldau

animal park.

and is home to much wildlife.
Deers, muflons, billy goats and

It was a special

chamois are living in a free

experience for young and old.

zone while bears, wolves,

Too early the trip was already

lynxes, marmots, wild pigs,

over and so we had to take on

foxes, wild cats, owls and

our way back.

raccons are within a safe compound.

The wild beauty is enhanced
by two peaceful lakes reigned
by proud swans, colourful
ducks and flocks of geese. For

A vulture and a wild pig with babies

everybody it was an unforgettable experience to have the
chance touching and feeding
most of this animals. The fresh
air whetted one’s appetite:
There were several picnic and
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BBQ areas with free fire wood
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Three rams with their big horns are watching down to the visitors.

Wow! What a sweet fluffy fur!
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This fawn was very tame and even ate out of the hand
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